
ALLIANCE AGAINST CRYPTO SCAMS
(ALACRYPS)

INFORMATION

Chapter one: generals dispositions

Art.1:  The  name  of  this  inniciative  is  Alliance  Against  Crypto  Scams (his  acronym  is
ALACRYPS). That´s an inniciative by Jorge Alejandro Esclapez Bonet (Deckcard23) a hacker,
expert in cybersecurity, DFIR and international judicial expert on cybercrime.

Art.2: The office of Deckcard23 Cybersecurity are in Elche (Alicante) in Spain.

Art.3: For legal purposes it will be domiciled in Elche (Alicante) city of Spain.

Art.4:  ALACRYPS  have  like  obTjetc  fight  against  the  crypto  scams  in  the  crypto  world  or
criptocurrencies world. With our investigations we can get a lot of information to make a good
database of all scams that affect all people in cryptocurrencies world invest and to help all people
scammed and help the police too with our reports.

Art.5:  The name ALLIANCE is very powerfull, but ALLACRYPS not is a real allicance in the
strict  sense of the word.  We are an special  department inside  Deckard23 cybersecurity (Jorge
Alejandro Esclapez Bonet) that take all the information about cryptocurrencies scams in website,



use OSINT tools to create reports about that scams and the scammers. We use our cyberintelligence
to create a safety crytpworld evertyday. We advice to all people scammed that need help and create
a database with all the scammed, scams and scammers.

Art.6: Our emblem is a pentagon, a intelligence symbol. The filling color of the emblem is bettwen
fuchsia and rose. At the top of the pentagon appear the acronim ALACRYPS. And to the bottom, we
have  a  latin  words  «UBI  CONCORDIA,  IBI  VICTORIA»  thats  mean  «WHERE  THERE  IS
UNITY, THERE IS VICTORY» that is our motto.
Inside  the  pentagon  we  have  a  world  map  create  with  technologic  design  that  represent  the
blockchain tech and crypto world. In the center the name «Alliance Against Crypto Scams» with a
spanish typical sword that is a symbol of the gentlemen that fight without the injustices.

To finish, we have nine skulls that represent the scammers in white color like pieces in a chess table
that always move first and in front of them our nine chess horses, in black color, that always move
after the white skulls but we have a lot of cyberintelligence.

Art.7: All the money that received through donations, affiliates and allies will serve to finance the
departament.  With that  all  money we will  investigate  all  the possibles  scams and scammers in
cryptocurriencies society.

Chapter two: affiliates and allies

Art.8: ALACRYPS  is  open to all  people,  firms, organitations,  companies… around the world.
They have the freedom to contact through our website options to participate and be part of us.

Art.9:  If you want to collaborate with us you can make a donation. You can make the donation
using the information in the website. You can make it in americans dólars (USD) or euros (EUR)
and in bitcoin. You can use bank transfer, blockchain transfer if you use bitcoin and PAYPAL. The
amount is free, from 1 to 50 EUR (or the equivalent in USD or BTC).

Art.10: If you want to become an affiliate you must pay 60 EUR (or the equivalent in USD or
BTC). You will be affiliate for a year.

Art.11: If you want to become an  allies you must pay  500 EUR to a BRONZE ALLIE, 2.000
EUR to a SILVER ALLIE, 5.000 EUR to a GOLD ALLIE (or the equivalent in USD or BTC).
You will be allies for a year. We can realize special investigations about scams if any allie want to
put money to make that. If any allie donate a big quantity of money then we can create an special
service for him, for example, we can investigate about all the scams that try use the name of his
trademark to scam investors.

Chapter three: Rights and obligations of the affiliates and allies

Art.12: If you make a donation then you dont have rights and obligations. You make that donation
because you think in our mission and you think that is good to create a crypto environtment more
safety.

Art.13: Affilliates have the next rights:



I. Ask us about suspicious web pages, influencers, emails… to investigate it or  give our opinion.
That´s very important if you can invest your money in bitcoin or other criptocurrencies.

II. If affiliate have been scammed he/she can contact to our department to received advice and help.

III. Discounts in all our services and courses.

Art.14: Affiliates have the next obligations:

I.  Act  responsibly  with  our  department  an  all  the  workers.  Understand  that  we are  very  busy
sometimes and we contact to you as soon as possible. And use the contact form to send information
about the issues and put ever your affiliate number.

II. Comply with the rules of this statute and all the terms and conditions in Deckcard23 website.

III.  Pay your affiliate year share. All years we contact you to remember that finish the affiliate
share.

IV. When you pay your year share you must stay with the service a year. You can unsubscribe when
you want but we dont refund the money.

Art.15: Allies have the next rights:

I. Ask us about suspicious web pages, influencers, emails… to investigate it or  give our opinion.
That´s very important if you can invest your money in bitcoin or other criptocurrencies.

II. If affiliate have been scammed he/she can contact to our department to received advice and help.

III. Discounts in all our services and courses.

IV. Get the ALACRYPS STAMP that they can put in your website and represent your belonging
and support for that inniciative. That  STAMP have a link to a part of Deckcard23 website where
appear all the general information about the Allie.

Art.16: Allies have the next obligations:

I.  Act  responsibly  with  our  department  an  all  the  workers.  Understand  that  we are  very  busy
sometimes and we contact to you as soon as possible. And use the contact form to send information
about the issues and put ever your affiliate number.

II. Comply with the rules of this statute and all the terms and conditions in Deckcard23 website.

III. Pay your allie year share. All years we contact you to remember that finish the affiliate share.

IV. When you pay your year share you must stay with the service a year. You can unsubscribe when
you want but we dont refund the money.

V. Get of the information that we need to created your link in our website to certificate that your
website and services are all ok to protect the customers.



Chapter four: our mission

Art.17: The Deckcard23´s department called ALLACRYPS spend all the money that will receive
like donations or like allies and affiliates shareds in investigation about scams. 

Art.18:  We will  identify all  the kinds of  scams in a  database with the name of the scam and
information about it. That information we will public to query of all interested.

Art.19: We will take all the complains that we will received in our department. Then will contact to
the sender to speak about the possible scam. With the information in our power, we classify all the
information in our internal database to investigate it. Only the autorized people can access to that
information.

Art.20: We try to help people to recover his founds, create reports, search technolawyers, advice,
etc. The cost of that service is different according our situation. All the money that we received we
will spend in investigation. For example, if we received 500 EUR and in that moment we dont have
any case of scam then the money stay in the found until that a person that have been scammed
contact to us. In that moment we spend our means to help him. If in that moment we dont have
money to spend with the customer we offer our services that he/she must pay or stay in our database
waitting to receive funds of donations, allies or affiliates.

Art.21:  We investigate using  OSINT (Open Source Intelligence) in surface web, dark web and
deep web. We never using illegal ways. If police or any goverment want to help us with information
to get better our investigation then we will give it with happiness.  


